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Apart from the ongoing battle between Russia’s top brass and defense industry, the top
military story has been the developing crisis over the planned purchase of two Mistral
helicopter carriers from France.

It turns out that both sides have a different understanding of which technologies should be
included in the deal and of the overall price tag. Russia insists that the Mistral ships come
equipped with all of the advanced control systems for which they wanted the ships in the first
place. Contrary to popular belief, the Navy is primarily interested in the Mistral’s capabilities
as a command center and not its modest forced-projection potential.

But the French military and defense industry are wary about transferring the ship’s critical
SIC-21 command and control system. Moreover, Russia wants to buy the two Mistrals with all
of the “extras” for 980 million euros ($1.45 billion), whereas France calculates the price for
the deal at 1.15 billion euros.

These disagreements brought negotiations to a standstill in early April, and both sides are
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now working to restart them. Meanwhile, one senior Russian official has already become a
casualty. President Dmitry Medvedev has sacked Navy Vice Admiral Nikolai Borisov,
supposedly for agreeing to the 1.15 billion euro price tag without first obtaining authorization
from the top.

What is the root cause of this crisis?

As usual, both sides have contributed to the problem. Russia has not yet built up experience in
purchasing big-ticket foreign military equipment for import. Despite the popular notion that
Russia is planning to re-equip its military with foreign weapons systems, the reality is that
such imports total less than $100 million per year. By contrast, Russia exported $10 billion in
arms in 2010, with another $16 billion in equipment purchased for domestic use. What’s
more, the lion’s share of those so-called “imports” are actually systems and components that
foreign clients wanted installed in Russian equipment for export, meaning that they were
never intended for domestic use.

Without experience in foreign procurement deals, Russia also lacks the necessary legislation
and history of cooperation between the relevant institutions. This has resulted in a less than
perfect level of cooperation between the Russian military; Rosoboronexport, the country’s
weapons export and import monopoly; and the defense industry.

In addition, there are powerful opponents to the deal on the Russian side, especially the
domestic shipbuilding industry and its patron, Deputy Prime Minister Igor Sechin. In summer
2008, Sechin halted the ill-advised purchase of the dilapidated and unfinished Ukrainian
cruiser Ukraine for 20 billion rubles (more than $670 million). The influence of the gray
eminence has declined since then, but it remains strong enough to stop the Mistral purchase
in one way or another. Political opponents to Defense Minister Anatoly Serdyukov and his
reforms have also used the disagreements over the Mistral to boost their cause.

Although building up a balanced Russian fleet does require landing docks and aircraft carriers,
owning a helicopter carrier is not a vital necessity. More urgent is the need for corvette and
frigate class ships as well as latest generation non-nuclear submarines. Therefore, the Mistral
purchase should not be a top priority.

According to one popular theory, Russia ordered the Mistral ships not so much to augment its
Navy but as a gesture to thank France and President Nicolas Sarkozy for the French stance
during the Russia-Georgia war in 2008. At that time, the shipyard in Saint-Nazaire had
almost no clients. A possible Russian order was important for the French shipbuilding
industry and for the political reputation of Sarkozy. But the situation has changed
significantly since then. The economic picture at the Saint-Nazaire shipyard is not as dire as it
was in 2008, and the French can now allow themselves to take a firmer position with regard to
the transfer of sensitive technologies.

In addition, Russia and France are approaching new electoral cycles, and both presidents have
some chance of winning re-election. Accordingly, whatever political or personal agreements
they made in the past are gradually losing force.

Finally, Russia’s sudden tougher stance on the deal could be because of Moscow’s
dissatisfaction over Sarkozy’s involvement in the Libyan operation in which France, the top



instigator of the Libyan operation, and other Western militaries have gone far beyond the
mandate of the United Nations Security Council that limited military operations to achieve
two goals only: to enforce a no-fly zone over Libya and protect its civilians. In that context,
Moscow’s decision to backtrack on the Mistral purchase could send a signal to Paris that the
special relationship between the two countries could suffer if things get too much out of hand
in the Western coalition’s campaign against Libya.

For its part, in the past several years French arms exporters have shown an unmatched ability
to torpedo arms deals at the very last moment. They demonstrated this brilliantly during
attempts to sell Rafale fighter jets to Morocco, Brazil and the United Arab Emirates —
countries that have traditionally purchased French arms and that maintain excellent political,
military and industrial ties with Paris.

In the first half of the last decade, French military exports peaked at between $6 billion and $7
billion per year, but have now fallen to below $4 billion annually. That is lower than both
Russia and tiny Israel, a country that does not produce military aircraft and ships. In fact,
market participants note that French arms are unusually expensive, that the French exhibit
arrogance and petty greed in dealing with clients and that France does a poor job of supplying
after-sales service for the equipment it sells, a problem often attributed to Russian arms
exporters as well.

For all of these reasons, Russia’s largest foreign arms purchase is under threat of being
annulled. Time is working against the Mistral deal, and the chances of signing a final contract
are becoming increasingly elusive.
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